American Boxer Club
Annual Awards
2015
MOST JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP WINS WITH A BOXER

Mackensie S. Jones
Unsung Hero Nominees
Unsung Hero Nominees

- Christina Ghimenti
- Marion Hughes
- **Sandy Orr -- Winner**
- Reegan Ray
- Marie Tiracshi
Unsung Hero Boxer Nominees
Unsung Hero Boxer Nominees

- Chase & Miley
- Princess Hanalei de Sierra CD
- Ay Da Derjava CGC
- *Midas -- WINNER*
- Monroe
Annual Awards 2015
MOST BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOG WINS

Charron’s Rumor Has It Started At Darb

Sire:  CH Panyack’s Just Jacob
Dam:  GCH CH Shaddai’s N Charron’s Double Edge Sword
Breeders:  Michelle Cramblett & Darlene Strobehand  
Owner:  Michelle Cramblett
MOST BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCH WINS

Emerson Breho Voodoo Charm

Sire:  GCH CH Illyrian and Marburls Hail To The Chief
Dam:  CH Breho Emerson Voodoo Doll
Breeders/Owners:  Jim & Karen Emerson, Brenda Stuckey & Terri Galle
MOST BEST OF BREED WINS
MOST BEST IN SHOW SPECIALTY WINS
MOST WORKING GROUP FIRST WINS
MOST BEST IN SHOW WINS

GCHG CH Mephisto’s Speak Of The Devil

Sire: GCHB CH Naja’s Mi-T Alliance SOM  Dam: Mephisto’s Bada Bing
Breeders: Michelle & Peter Yeadon and Monika Pinsker
Owners: Mrs. Jack Billhardt and Mr. Sergio Tenenbaum
KENNEL BREEDING THE MOST CHAMPIONS

R and G
Gayann Jones
SIRE PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS

CH Rockett’s Red Glare SOM

Sire:  CH Naja’s Enterprise of Summer SOM
Dam:   CH BlueCollar’s Starship Mercury CD RA NA NAJ NJP
Breeder:  Kerry Rodgers   Owners:  Melissa A. & Jason A. Bell
SIRE PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS

GCHS CH Duba-Dae’s Who’s Your Daddy S OMG

Sire: CH Duba-Dae’s Buster Brown SOM  Dam: CH Duba-Dae’s Diamond Evolution
Breeder: Lynn P. Jansson  Owners: Charles Vose & Wendy Bettis & Lynn Jansson
DAM PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS

CH Envision Talk Is Cheap DOM

Sire:  GCH CH R and G’s Spellbound at Evolution
Dam:  GCH CH Daybreak’s Glamorous DOM
Breeders:  Julie & Jeramy Higgins, Ann Russell & Kimberly Steele-Gamero
Owners:  Julie & Jeramy Higgins
SIRE OF MERIT WITH MOST PERFORMANCE TITLED GET

Shalsade’s Handyman TD SOM

Sire: Parasol’s Strong Will  Dam: Shalsade’s Finest Hour
Breeders/Owners: Susan Kelly & Shirley H. Laussade
SIRE OF MERIT WITH MOST PERFORMANCE TITLED GET

CH Storybook Page After Page SOM

Sire: CH Maxl’s Golden Boy SOM LOM  
Dam: Rochil’s Black Magic Woman DOM

Breeders/Owners: Skip & Linda Abel
Dam of Merit With Most Performance Titled Get

CH Parasol Moonwind Hallelujah DOM

Sire: CH Kelly’s Love Me Tender at Shalsade  Dam: CH Parasol Moonwind Irish Eyes
Breeders: Susan Kelly, Margie Hennessey, Joyce Meyer, Cassidy Crockett & Lise Chaplin
Owners: Dr. Cheryl Matlock & Susan Kelly & Lise Chaplain & Chris Downs
Performance Awards
Champions
2015
Master Agility Champion Award

MACH Vern CDX GN RAE MXS MJB

PAL Dog
Owner: Rae Powell
*Rescued from Boxer Rebound
Master Agility Champion Award

MACH Boxnen's Jet Von Waldstadt CDX BN RE MXG MJG AXP OJP NF T2B

Sire: Boxmann Star Trek  Dam: Caelon Du Champ'Des Legendes
Owner: Renee Fulcer  Breeder: Minna Nousiainen-Becher & Ann R Flegel
Master Agility Champion Award

MACH Prizms Tazmanian Devilfire RE MXB MJS MXF

Sire: GCH CH Amity Hall’s All About Me RN  Dam: Prizms Stolen Jewel
Owner: Robyn Ginther  Breeder: Carla Amsdell
Master Agility Champion Award

MACH Shira's Kahlua She's So Freakin Cute CDX
GN RAE MXB MJB MXF

Sire: Can-Cia’s Hard Days Night  Dam: Remy Leadoo RN
Champion Tracker Award

HC CT Shera's Great Expectation VCD1 BN RA HSAs HSBs HIBs HXAs HXBs AX AXJ CGC"

Sire: CH Glennroe Rob Roy Of Telstar
Dam: CH Shera's Fancy Dancer Of Rosa
Owner: Reegan Ray & Barbara Riggs & William H Polonsky
Breeders: Barbara Riggs
Performance Awards
ABC Top Agility Boxer

MACH Boxnen's Jet Von Waldstadt CDX BN RE MXG MJG AXP OJP NF T2B

Sire: Boxmann Star Trek  Dam: Caelon Du Champ'Des Legendes
Owner: Renee Fulcer  Breeders: Minna Nousiainen-Becher & Ann R Flegel
Performance Awards
ABC Top Obedience Boxer

Sunchase’s Little Pink Ribbon UD BN RAE MX AXJ OF CA CGCA

Sire: CH Breezewoods Lord Of Wystmont CDX RE
Dam: Sunchases Little Black Dress UDX OM1 RA AX AXJ OF CA CGCA
Owners/Breeders: Tracy Hendrickson & Rhoda Goselin-Brouillette
Performance Awards
ABC Top Performance Boxer

HC CT Shera's Great Expectation VCD1 BN RA TDU
HSAs HSBs HIBs HXBs HXAsM AX AXJ NF CGC

Sire: CH Glennroe Rob Roy Of Telstar
Dam: CH Shera's Fancy Dancer Of Rosa
Owner: Reegan Ray & Barbara Riggs & William H Polonsky
Breeders: Barbara Riggs